Introduction
The spectra of atoms and molecules play an important role in civilization. They are widely used in mineral exploration and remote sensing (1, 2) . They are utilized in soil tests (3, 4) and analysis for building constructions (5) and for agriculture. Atoms and molecules display different spectral types and patterns. Among these Raman spectroscopy plays a central role.
Raman spectroscopy is one of the most popular phenomena used to find the concentration of trace elements (6) . In this phenomenon a photon interacts with atoms to produce spectrum of three peaks. One is related to the original photon frequency, while the two others are related to the interaction of photons with atoms or molecules. The frequency shifts are related to rotational and vibration energies of molecules.
Simple electromagnetic and quantum interpretations are made to describe Raman spectra (7) . Attempts are also made to describethis phenomenon by using Schrödinger equation (8) . As far as special relativity (SR) can describe atomic world more accurately (9) , thus one needs a theoretical (SR) framework that can describe Raman spectra. This is done in sections 3 and 4 by using time independent and time dependent Klein -Gordon equations. However section 2 is devoted to describe photons molecules interactions by using the classical second Newton law for a circular motion (10) by treating the photon as a particle and by using (SR) and plank expressions for energy.
II. The Interaction of the Photons with the Electrons
One can study the interaction of the electrons with the external force with the aid of the centrifugal force and the nucleus attraction. When the force field on the electrons is only the attraction force of the nucleus (F e ),then the centrifugal force of the oscillating electrons with the angular frequency of ω o will be equal to the attraction force of the nucleus. This means that One can utilize equations (2) and (3) Inserting (6) in (2) 
………(12)
This equation explains the change in the electron energy which appears from the influence of the photon, which gives its energy to the electron to change it from E o to E and to change its frequency from ω o to ω. The electron or the molecule frequency may increase or decrease as shown by equations (11) and (12) . This result is inconformity with Raman scattering phenomenon.
III. The Interaction of the Photon with the Molecule According to Klein-Gordon Time Independent Equation
Time Independent Klein-Gordon Equation (18) represents the absorption of the photon by the molecule and the increase of the momentum the second part represents the emission of the photon by the molecule and the decrease of the momentum but the third part represents the noninteracting photons.
IV. The Interaction of the Photon with the Molecule Accordingto Klein-Gordon Time Dependent Equation
Time Dependent Klein-Gordon Equation (12) :
The solution of this equation for the molecules is 
V. Discussion
According to equation (2) the photon force exerted on the molecule can change its frequency from ω 0 to ω. By using (SR) expression for energy, utilizing plank theory, and treating the electron as a harmonic oscillator,a useful expression relating change of electron energy and photon energy is obtained in equation (12) . This expression indicates that photons energy change the electrons energy and frequency. This expression agrees with what is observed in Raman spectrum. Section (3) utilizes time independent Klein-Gordon equation to find the wave function of molecules and photons for free particles systems. The wave function of the photons and the molecules which are considered as a composite system, describing excited molecules is shown by the wave function (16). Since there are photons which do not interact with molecules, the total wave function of the whole system is described by equation (17). This equation shows existence of three different wavelengths, which are stocks, anti stocks and original photon frequency. This agrees with experimentally observed Raman spectrum.
The time dependent Klein-Gordon equation treatment is shown in section (4) . Again the total wave function is that of excited molecules and free photon. This wave function shows that the spectrum should display three frequencies stokes, anti stokes and original photon frequency. This result is in conformity with classical Raman theory.
VI. Conclusion
This model shows that Raman spectrum can be described semi classically by treating the molecule as a harmonic oscillator and a photon as a particle exerting force on the moleculeaccording to (SR) and plank hypothesis. It shows also the possibility of describing Raman scattering with the frame work of Klein-Gordon.
